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About This Content

Episode 2 continues the story of Kit Ballard, Bounty Hunter, set three months after the original game’s cliffhanger ending. Kit
has been living with her once bounty/rival, Justice Kreel, and now seeks to unravel the mysterious threads of the Magasse and

their involvement in the troubles on Hollow Wish.

This DLC has:

 5 more levels in typical Blade Kitten style, with a bunch more collectables, two mini bosses and a final Boss battle!

 3 new blades – unlock the power of the Darque Blade!

 15 new unique costumes, 7 to unlock and a few you get just for buying the Episode!

 New achievements.

To access the content you must complete the original game – it plays through (or hit “continue” on the main menu) from the end
of Episode 1’s last mission.
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Title: Blade Kitten: Episode 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Krome Studios
Publisher:
Krome Studios
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Vista SP2, 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 1.8 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 +3800 or better

Memory: 1GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon X1800 or NVIDIA GeForce 7800 or better

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive: 3GB free

Sound: DirectX 9.0c-compatible

Other Requirements: Internet connection required

English,French,German,Italian
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Easier than pc version. Much feels. Very nostalgia. Such pew pew. Wow.

10 / 10 - Would hold a one-button controller again.. This is a cute, short, thoughtful little game. Lots of contemplations on life
and death that doesn't pull punches when it comes to the loss of children. In about two to two and a half hours, you'll be given a
lot to think about between games of hide and seek, cooking breakfast, banging your head against locked doors, and trying to
find where Mrs. Julia hid all the freakin candles only to realize what you thought was a candle was actually a soap dispenser.

But that's life, isn't it?. gt;had game on phone for several years
>probably 200+ hours
>first time playing in a while, seems like fun!
>be wizard
>find ghost on level 2
>get dried rose
>+3 plate armor
>mfw
>breeze through first 2 bosses
>get to the mines
>jump through chasms all the way to boss
>no damage taken
>fight dm-300
>killed instantly by angry pickaxe-toaster

10/10, his pickaxe was probably diamond.. Just to kill time.. I can already tell I'm going to spend a lot of time just chilling out
and hangin' with the regal giraffe in Shu's garden.

This is a weird game, but it is delightfully cute and incredibly calming. Very well done.
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I expected something lemmings style. The mechanics is quite different, but equally funny.
On the only bad thing is on my ubuntu 14.04.4 it destabilizes steam (I saved dodos, but eventually I had to "kill -9" steam).
Game crashes on start up.. Totally underrated!
Great Music
Lovely Story

Feels like a fairytale from child days :). I found this game to be exactly as described on the tin. A mix of escape the room and
find the item. A couple of medium difficulty puzzles, but nothing too new or hard for a fan of such games to work out. Well
animated and decent music. Unlike some point and clicks the items you find have a logical use and I didn't need to use a herring
on a big tree.

The one downside I would say is that having completed the game, my play time is 46 minutes. This may be increased by others
as I was familiar with all of the puzzles and how they work, but I wouldn't see anyone getting more than a couple of hours out of
this.

The downside mentioned is counteracted, of course, by the price. I bought it on sale for £0.95 and I certainly got more
enjoyment out of it then a cup of tea I could buy with that change.

Overall, I would recommend this to those who enjoy escape the room games, but it is nothing too special or grand. I hope that
the developers will put the time in to create a longer title of a similar vein..
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Good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. A great game to play at work when I have a downtime and can't leave the office. It
keeps my hands warmed up and I also get to learn a few excerpts from famous writers.. I liked this one! Nice spooky story :)
some puzzels was new compared to the other new york series, which was interesting.. cosmo can suck my♥♥♥♥♥♥/ / vince is
my queen ; \/ }
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